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Hawks Top Priority: Extend Horford
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The Atlanta Hawks will enter the 2010-11 campaign in a very familiar but surprising 
position. Despite improving their victory totals over the past five seasons and earning three 
straight playoff berths, the squad continues to fly under the national radar.  

However, the normally cost conscious organization has gone outside of their normal 
spending habits the past two summers in order to change those perceptions and keep the 
Hawks relevant in title contention talk. 

In 2009, Atlanta committed roughly $75 million by re-signing Mike Bibby, Marvin Williams 
and Zaza Pachulia. This past July, the team re-signed four-time All-Star Joe Johnson to a six
-year $119 million deal, which became the most lucrative payday of this year's free agency 
period.

Yet, even with those proactive roster moves made to keep their nucleus together, the 
Hawks will begin the season with one pertinent item that must be addressed. 

Locking in All-Star center Al Horford to an extension is now the club's top priority.   

Horford is entering his fourth season and is eligible for an extension of his rookie contract. 
The deadline for extending players drafted in 2007 is October 31st and according to 
reports, the team is ready to offer a "near max" deal. But anyone following the current 
Carmelo Anthony situation in Denver should fully understand that securing an early 
extension isn't a guarantee even with past team success.

Horford hasn't indicated that he's in a huge rush to get an extension signed, but has voiced 
some concern about playing out of position at center and his desire to play more of his 
natural position which is power forward. 

The additions of veteran Etan Thomas and Josh Powell to the roster, while solid for overall 
interior depth, won't take the lion's share of center minutes away from Horford to 
accommodate his request. 

HOOPSWORLD caught up with Horford during Hawks media day and he reiterated his 
stance on wanting to play more power forward, his desire to remain an All-Star and his 
excitement about new head coach Larry Drew's motion offense. 

"I've been adjusting to it (playing center) since I got here, so obviously I would like to play 
a little more at the power forward position, which is my natural position. But I'm OK with 
still playing some at center," explained Horford to HOOPSWORLD. 

The phrase that should worry Hawks fans is the "playing some at center" remark. This 
statement shouldn't be taken lightly because if the Hawks fail to get his signature on an 
extension early, the club risks losing him on the open market next summer even though 
he'd be a restricted free agent and they'd be able to match any offer. 

Let us clarify. 

If the Hawks were to allow Horford to test the free agency waters next summer, a potential 
suitor, with an abundance of cap space, could swoop in and offer a heavily frontloaded 
contract.  The frontloaded deal in essence would make the first year of the contract almost 
impossible for the Hawks to match given their current cap position for 2012. The threat of a 
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frontloaded contract is what inspired the Memphis Grizzlies to re-sign forward Rudy Gay to 
his five-year $81.6 million deal at the beginning of free agency. 

The Indiana Pacers are a team with the cap room to pull this off. The club has about $35 
million in salary commitments in 2012 and is extremely thin at power forward with Tyler 
Hansbrough and Josh McRoberts expected to carry the load. Plus the Pacers feature an 
emerging center in Roy Hibbert which would make Horford's transition to his natural power 
forward slot seamless. 

In terms of his game, Horford has improved his points, minutes and shooting percentages 
each year since entering the league and was selected to the first All-Star appearance of his 
career last season. It's an honor that Horford wants to keep experiencing.

"You always shoot for that (All-Star). If you experience it once, you want to be in that 
position again. So you best believe that I'm going to be working to get back into that 
position from an individual standpoint while trying to help our team be the best that we can 
be," stated Horford. 

It's ironic that Horford has become an All-Star and arguably a top-five center in the league 
by playing out of position. Success creates the desire to become even more successful and 
those witnessing Horford's progression last season saw the change in his play after the All-
Star nod.

Horford became more assertive on the offensive end and it became clear that playing with 
the game's best left a strong impression on the young center.  

"Some of it has to do with that (playing with the best). The other part is toward the second 
half of last season, (former) Coach Woodson was telling me to play with more confidence. 
He wanted me to get the ball a little more and those were some of the things that sparked 
me being aggressive on offense," added Horford. 

Horford averaged 14.2 points in 2010 despite rarely having a play called for him in departed 
head coach Mike Woodson's offensive system.  

New head coach Larry Drew has implemented a motion offense designed to make the 
Hawks less predictable than year's past, which the players have responded to positively. 

"I think it (new offense) will contain more movement and that's something that we needed. 
So we're excited and really looking forward to that," stated Horford. 

Up until this point, the Hawks have been successful in keeping their nucleus together, while 
making steady strides moving up the ranks of the Eastern Conference power structure. But 
if the franchise can't get one more signature on the dotted line, Johnson's All-NBA game, an 
ever improving Josh Smith and Drew's new philosophies won't be able to stop Atlanta's fall 
back to mediocrity.   
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